Curators

Information on curator related NetarchiveSuite issues.

Contacts

Listing of Curators in the NetarchiveSuite project.

Harvest Administration

- Collaboration
- Monitoring
- Harvest Templates
- Quality Assurance
- Crawler Traps
- Snapshot Harvest Definition
- Selective Harvest Definition
- Heritrix 3 Scripts

Harvesting Challenges

Description of different harvesting challenges and sometimes solutions.

- Facebook
- Login required — Describes harvesting solutions to different types of web pages requiring username/password.
- Twitter — The confluence of Twitter related harvesting information.
- Videos platforms — Description of possible solutions to harvesting videos from video platforms.

Roadmap

The long term view of the NetarchiveSuite plans.

Useful links

NetarchiveSuite User Manual
Heritrix User Manual
Curator mailing list
Curator JIRA.